Filtered pseudo random modulated fiber amplifier with enhanced coherence and nonlinear suppression.
Pseudo random phase modulation signals have been shown to provide considerable stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) suppression in narrow linewidth Yb-doped all-fiber amplifiers. In terms of coherent beam combining, however, pseudo random signals display a linear drop in visibility; leading to pronounced drops in combining efficiencies for small path length deviations. To that end, we report a novel filtered pseudo random modulation approach for enhanced combining efficiency and coherence length performance. Here a low pass radio frequency (RF) filter is used to mitigate the PRBS high frequency components, thereby suppressing the sidelobes in the optical spectrum. This leads to an approximate Gaussian visibility function and improved coherence lengths of up to 27% in a kW class fiber amplifier (954 W). In addition, the spectral sidelobe suppression leads to concurrent SBS threshold enhancement due to a reduction in the spectral overlap between the Rayleigh reflected light and the Stokes shifted light. This reduction in the SBS seeding phenomena leads to ~10% SBS threshold improvements in a kW class fiber amplifier. Theoretical and experimental data is presented to substantiate the improved coherence length and SBS suppression. More importantly, the simultaneous nonlinear SBS suppression and coherence length benefits of the filtered PRBS approach can have a significant impact for high power, narrow linewidth, all-fiber amplifiers.